Country programme document

Albania

Corrigendum

1. Page 1, Summary, line 3
   For $4,345,000 read $4,250,000

2. Page 9, Summary budget table, column headed “Regular resources”
   The entry for Programme effectiveness should read 150
   The entry for Total should read 4,250

3. Page 9, Summary budget table, column headed “Total”
   The entry for Programme effectiveness should read 1,850
   The entry for Total should read 24,250

4. Page 18, Annex, Results and resources framework, column headed “RR”
   The entry for Programme effectiveness should read 150
   The entry for Total resources should read 4,250

5. Page 18, Annex, Results and resources framework, column headed “Total”
   The entry for Programme effectiveness should read 1,850
   The entry for Total resources should read 24,250
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